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Golden boysGolden boys
by Phil Stamper
"Gabriel, Reese, Sal, and Heath are
best friends, bonded in their small rural
town by their queerness, their good
grades, and their big dreams. They are
about to embark on the summer
before senior year of high school,
where each is going on a new, big
adventure. What will this summer of

new experiences and world-expanding travel mean for
each of them--and for their friendship?"

The bone spindleThe bone spindle
by Leslie Vedder
When she pricks her finger on a bone
spindle, treasure hunter Fi is stuck with
the spirit of Briar Rose, a prince under a
sleeping curse, and must team up with
a tough-as-dirt girl warrior to free the
prince and herself.

She gets the girlShe gets the girl
by Rachael Lippincott
When shy, awkward Molly Parker and
outspoken Alex Blackwood devise a
five-step plan to get the girls they like
to fall for them, they both begin to
wonder if maybe theyre the ones
falling for each other. 250,000 first
printing. Simultaneous eBook.

The temperature of me and youThe temperature of me and you
by Brian Zepka
When he falls for Jordan, who is
literally too hot to handle, Dylan
discovers that the attraction between
them defies the laws of physicsand
that love may be the only thing that
can keep them together.

We set the dark on fireWe set the dark on fire
by Tehlor Kay Mejia
A society wife-in-training has an
uncomfortable awakening about her
strictly polarized society after being
recruited into a band of rebel spies and
falling for her biggest rival.

Right where I left youRight where I left you
by Julian Winters
When a run-in with an old crush puts
him on thin ice with his best friend
Diego, Isaac Martin discovers that
Diego has other reasons for avoiding
him reasons that change everything.

Like a love storyLike a love story
by Abdi Nazemian
An Iranian youth who hides his sexual
orientation from his family, an openly
gay photographer and an aspiring
fashion designer with an HIV-positive
uncle fall in love and find their voices as
activists during the height of the AIDS
crisis in New York City.

LovelessLoveless
by Alice Oseman
Surrounded by the narrative that
dating + sex = love, Georgia, who
doesnt have sexual or romantic
feelings for anyone, comes to
understand herself as asexual/
aromantic and learns that there are
plenty of other ways to find love and
connection. Simultaneous eBook.

Juliet takes a breathJuliet takes a breath
by Gabby Rivera
Coming out to her Puerto Rican-
American family, a girl from the Bronx
pursues an internship under a
legendary feminist author during a
summer of exploring identity, race and
first love.

I kissed Shara Wheeler : a novelI kissed Shara Wheeler : a novel
by Casey McQuiston
When her rival, prom queen Shara
Wheeler, kisses her and disappears,
leaving behind cryptic notes, Chloe
Green hunts for answers and discovers
there is more to this small town than
she thought and maybe more to Shara,
as well.
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